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Start a new holiday family reading tradition with this delightful pop-up retelling of the beloved

Christmas story. Just in time for its 50th anniversary, Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer is now a

stunning pop-up book, a treasure for generations to come. All of the classic characters join Rudolph

for his North Pole adventure: Hermey the elf/aspiring dentist, Yukon Cornelius, and the doe-eyed

Clarice. The impressive large-scale pop-ups re-create classic scenes using actual movie stills. Fly

along with Rudolph, join in the reindeer games, flee from the Abominable Snow Monster, visit the

Island of Misfit Toys, and save Christmas one foggy night. Most importantly, be touched by the

timeless story of acceptance and the true meaning of the holiday spirit.
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I have Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer on DVD and it's so cool to have a Pop up book as well. I

don't have a family yet and when I do ( that's my hope) I can share this with my kids and my Wife

and I can read our kids the story as well and our kids can pass it along with my grandkids ( when

that happens.) It doesn't matter how old you are because the book is Awesome along with the

movie!!!:) 50 years is a longtime!!!:)

A classic tale of Rudolph. 50th anniversary of this classic holiday Reindeer. A special pop- up



edition. Everyone loves Rudolph. Vivid pictures, with beautiful pop-ups. What a delight for a new

generation of Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer fans. The scenes literally pop off the pages of this

classic tale. Masterfully done. Any child age 3 and up will be delighted with this pop up book. A

treasure to be sure. Perfect for Christmas!*Received for an honest review from the

publisher*Rating:5Heat rating: N/ AReviewed by: April R, courtesy of My Book Addiction and More

This is a book version of the movie which is a classic. While it's large and colorful, the pop-up

sections are on thinner paper. That could be a problem and prone to bending or tearing by little

hands. Had those sections been thicker, it would have received a 5 star rating instead. My

granddaughters, though, really enjoyed the book.

I bought several pop-up books for my grandson at Christmas. This book is beautifully done. The

cardboard is sturdy and will hold up and the colors are bright. We love this version of the story and it

will be around forever.

Big fan of show (can it really be 50 years old?) - this pop-up book is faithful to it and very well done.

Plan to buy copies for other family members.

Just in time for the holidays this must have book will introduce a whole new generation to a classic

story that has been around for 50 years. This story first manifested itself as a famous holiday

television special in 1964. It was created in stop motion animation and every year since has been

featured at Christmas time to the delight of both kids and parents. This book will carry on the

timeless tale in pop-up form so it can be enjoyed all year round. These large-scale pop-ups were

created using actual images from the original television special making the book both beautiful and

fun to read.Rudolph travels to the North Pole and engages in the reindeer games only to be teased

and mocked because of his shiny nose. Humiliated and sad he wanders off and meets Hermey the

Elf, who is feeling exactly the same way. He doesn't want to make toys like the other elves but

aspires to become a dentist. Together they team up and look for a place where they will fit.Along the

way they encounter a prospector named Yukon Cornelius and the scary Abominable Snow Monster.

The three oddities end up on the Island of Misfit Toys and discover they are not alone in their

feelings of isolation and non-acceptance. The story does have a happy ending for everyone

involved and Rudolph's nose is the very beacon of light that Santa needs to guide his sleigh on that

foggy Christmas Eve making him a super hero to all.The moral of the story is that we are all



different, have value, worth, and purpose. We must accept and celebrate our individual uniqueness

because that's what makes a very interesting, diverse and yes, amazi

The book is beautiful but, unfortunately, the last page would not open properly and I returned it. I

didn't reorder the book because I thought the pop-up on the last page might be a problem.

great pop up book but some of the pop ups don't pop upits a beautiful book though and I am not

going to return it but I also find that the quality of the paper for the pages not that great
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